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John Lee Takes Down Monster Stack Final Table for $33,022 

Baltimore, MD (31 March 2016) - The Monster Stack was introduced in 2014 during the 

WSOP and it was such a player favorite that the format extended into the Circuit. The $365 event 

with a 20,000 starting stack drew 512 entrants lasted nearly 20 hours. John Lee brought the lead 

to the final table, only gave it up during heads-up play against Geno Raman but came storming 

back to win his first ring and $33,022. 

"It feels good - after the Series I had at Parx (Casino) it feels good to get back winning," Lee 

said. "I had back-to-back fifth place finishes and this event wasn't about the money to me - it was 

about the win." 

"I fourth in the Six Max, which worked out for me because I was out in time to play this event," 

Lee continued. "There's a lot of stuff that can happen in an event like this. There's a mix of 

mediocre players, guys coming in for the Main that have  nothing else to do and you can run into 

some tough people. The end of the tournament was actually easier than the start because of all 

the amateurs." 

"I wanted to get to the final two tables before I started to make moves and when we got there I 

had 10% of the chips in play, so I didn't run into any bigger stacks," Lee said. "I just tried to 

cruise to the final table." 

Heads-up play began with Lee holding 5.9 million to Raman's 4.7 million. Raman won a couple 

of medium-sized pots early to take a slight lead but Lee made trips holding [Qs,Jc] on board of 

[As,Js,3h,Jh,4h] and took the lead back. Several hands later they each put 200,000 in preflop, the 

flop came [Qd,Js,6h], Raman check-called 225,000 and the turn came [7c]. Raman check-called 

400,000, the river came [Ac] and both players checked. Lee rolled over [Qh,Tc] and Raman 

mucked. 

Lee extended his lead to 7.6 million to 2.8 million but it would take a cooler to felt Raman. The 

final hand came when they went to a raised flop of [Kh,6d,4h], they got their stacks in and the 

cards were tabled. 



Raman: [Kc,Jc] 

Lee: [Ks,9d] 

Raman looked sure to double up and extend the match, but the board completed [9h,3c], giving 

Lee two pair. Raman's hand was no good and Lee won the ring one day after final tabling the Six 

Max event. 

Final Table Payouts 

1. John Lee - $33,022 

2. Geno Raman - $20,418 

3. Joseph Malebranche - $14,916 

4. Nicholas Verderamo - $11,058 

5. Jennifer Admyer - $8,316 

6. Charles Bowles - $6,344 

7. Justin Turner - $4,908 

8. Christopher McCall - $3,851 

9. Michael Davis - $3,064 

 

This is the eighth event to finish of the WSOPC Horseshoe Baltimore stop. The player who 

accumulates the most overall points in the 12 gold ring events at the Horseshoe Baltimore earns 

the title of Casino Champion. The receive and automatic entry into the $1 million 2016 WSOP 

Global Casino Championship. Also, the winner of the Horseshoe Baltimore Main Event earns an 

automatic ticket to the freeroll. All players that cash in ring events receive points that apply to 

both the Casino Champion race and the season-long race to claim one of the 50 at-large Global 

Casino Championship bids awarded to the top point earners throughout the season. More 

information on the points system is available on WSOP.com. 

 

There are still seven more gold ring events before the WSOP Circuit wraps up on April 4. 

Michael Liang Wins Event 1 with $1 Million Guarantee for $182,920 

Justin Liberto Wins 3rd WSOPC Ring, Defends Title for $21,734 

Blake Whittington Goes Wire-to-Wire for First Ring and $12,434 

Jeremy Perez Overcomes 2-1 Chip Deficit, Wins First Ring for $16,666 

Wilfredo Dinio Builds Massive Stack, Never Looks Back, Wins 1st Ring 

Recent Retiree William House Ships Turbo Event for $14,899 

 

http://www.wsop.com/2015/circuit/leaderboard.asp
http://www.wsop.com/tournaments/updates.asp?grid=1202&tid=14790
http://www.wsop.com/tournaments/update/18SE/justin-liberto-defends-title-wins-3rd-ring-for-21734/
http://www.wsop.com/tournaments/update/18UO/blake-whittington-goes-wire-to-wire-to-win-first-ring-and-12434/
http://www.wsop.com/tournaments/update/18VV/jeremy-perez-comes-from-behind-to-win-first-gold-ring-and-16666/
http://www.wsop.com/tournaments/update/18WF/wilfredo-dinio-goes-wire-to-wire-with-massive-stack-for-1st-ring-and-11621/
http://www.wsop.com/tournaments/update/18WH/william-house-wins-first-tournament-since-retiring-for-14899-in-the-turbo-event/


All rings at Horseshoe Baltimore are furnished by Jostens, the official ring supplier of the 2015-

2015 WSOP Circuit season. 

 

For more information about the World Series of Poker Circuit, be sure to follow us on Twitter 

@WSOP or check out WSOP.com.  

 

For additional information please contact: 

 

Paul Oresteen (WSOP.com Media Coordinator) @ poresteen@gmail.com. 

 

 

http://www.jostens.com/
https://twitter.com/WSOP
http://www.wsop.com/

